FIRST GRADE
ROCKS!

Reading
In first grade your child will be introduced to a variety of genres:
fiction, informational, fables, fairy tales and biographies.
Reading skills focus:
Phonemic Awareness: The ability to hear and manipulate sounds
in words, as well as the ability to isolate letters and sounds, blend
sounds and segment sounds.
Fluency with Text: The effortless, automatic ability to read words
in connected text.
Vocabulary: The ability to understand and use words to acquire
and convey meaning.
Comprehension: The process involving the intentional
communication between reader and text to convey meaning.
Your child will practice these skills independently as well
as in work stations

Writing, Spelling and Phonics
Writer’s workshop:
- guided writing instruction
-shared and independent writing time
- Author’s chair to share writings.
-Grammar is included during writing lessons
Our goal for writing in first grade is for students to independently write
short stories with correct sentence structure. We will work on students
writing sentences that vary in length.
Spelling words are sent home weekly on the first grade newsletter. The
words focus on specific vowel sounds and spelling patterns. These
spelling patterns will allow students to sound out unknown words in
reading and writing.

Math
Our math curriculum nurtures higher-order and critical thinking skills by using everyday, real-world
problems and situations while also building and maintaining basic math skills. We introduce and review
skills with minds-on games and concrete items that the children can manipulate. We also use direct
instruction and constant revisiting of each skill through our calendar time. Some of the concepts we
will be working on this year are:

Data - start collecting and analyze data in graphs and charts, draw conclusions
based upon graphs,
Place Value -using concrete models we will learn about tens and ones
Addition and Subtraction - model and solve problem situations with concrete
objects and write corresponding number sentences and learn basic addition facts
up to 9+9=18
Patterns - use number patterns to skip count by 2’s, 5’s and 10’s, distinguish
between odd and even, and recognize patterns in addition and subtraction including
fact families
Geometry and Spatial Reasoning - learn names of plane (flat) figures and solid
(3D) figures and combine geometric shapes to create new shapes
Measurement - estimate and measure the length, weight and capacity of objects;
tell time to the hour and half hour.

Social Studies
Social studies units will consists of various thematic units throughout the year that draw on
history, culture, geography and social awareness, and citizenship. Daily, students are encouraged
to work and play cooperatively and to solve social problems in an acceptable manner. They will
also receive character education throughout the year with Mr. Mistic, our guidance counselor.
Science
Science will also be taught through integrated thematic units. Children will explore their world
through investigations, guided practice and the scientific method. Units will include instruction in
weather, phases of matter, balance and motion, living and nonliving systems, and plant and animal
life cycles.

Homework
Homework will be given the first day of the week and returned
on Friday. Please check homework assignments in student’s
folder. Homework is used to reinforce skills already taught in
class. Therefore, it is not graded but helpful practice.
Reading passages give opportunity to practice fluency.
Therefore, if a student can not read the passage it is helpful to
read the passage to him/her.You can time a child for one
minute and then have him/her read the passage to you without
being timed. Record the results.

We encourage students to bring a healthy snack. Examples
include: crackers, fruit, carrot sticks, pretzels, etc. Please don’t
send in juice- only water is allowed in the classrooms.
Birthday cupcakes can only be given after 2:30pm. All foods
must be store bought on any occasion.
Please label all student’s jackets, lunch boxes, etc. Please have
students bring an extra set of clothing in case of accidents.
If you send money with your child for an activity such as book
fair, t-shirts, lunch money, etc. it would be helpful to put it in
an envelope labeled with your child’s name and what the
money is for.

Grading Policy
Students will be given 7 formative grades and 3 summative grades per nine weeks of
school in math, science, and social studies.
Students will be given a minimum of 9 formative and 3 summative grades in
Reading/Language Arts.
*Reading grade=75% of ELAR
*Written/Oral Communication= 25% of ELAR
Of the 25%, the spelling grade will account for 5%.
Formative grades are assessments given to test current knowledge of
curriculum. For example, daily work, quizzes, journals, etc.
Summative grades are assessments given to test prior knowledge of various
skills taught. For example end of unit assessments, final essays. Major projects,
etc.

